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Abstract. Despite significant program efforts since the ADA was passed in 1990, the employment rates of people with disabilities have changed little. While the causes behind these disappointing outcomes are multi-facetted and complex, it is clear that a knowing-doing gap has limited the effectiveness of efforts to change these disappointing statistics. That is, though employers have a basic knowledge of the ADA, this knowledge is largely not being translated into actions or practices. Approaches are needed that go beyond merely disseminating information to actively engage employers in bringing about organizational change. We designed, implemented and researched a program aiming to bridge the knowing-doing gap. This program was based on a blended learning approach designed to build organizational change strategies and partnerships. A comprehensive program research effort included both a measure of immediate program impact (using the BIAT – a researcher-developed and validated tool) and longer-term impact (using a grounded theory, open-ended interviewing protocol). Implications for further research and practice are discussed using findings from both the short-term and long-term studies.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Purpose

In 1990, the Americans with Disabilities (ADA) was passed amidst a great collective hope that the barriers to equal employment opportunity for people with disabilities would be diminished. Yet, despite two decades of protections and despite significant program efforts, the economic and employment lives of people with disabilities have largely not improved since 1990 [13, 24]. Though the story behind these disappointing statistics is complex and multi-causal [21–24, 26, 29, 31, 32], it is clear that employer beliefs and actions have played a key role [3, 6, 18, 19, 24, 30, 40]. Over the past two decades, significant effort has been devoted to creating and disseminating information for employers on various aspects of employing people with disabilities (see, for example [10, 29]). Research shows these efforts have been somewhat successful; employers, for the most part, do have a basic knowledge of the employment provisions of ADA [14, 24, 45]. Yet,
as the disappointing statistics on the employment and economic life conditions of people with disabilities show, this knowledge has largely not translated into workplace practices and cultures that are truly inclusive of people with disabilities. While disseminating information to employers will always be needed, we must pose an uncomfortable question: Why have so many information dissemination efforts produced so little change?

Twenty years after the ADA, we believe we must shift gears. We must recognize the existence of a knowing-doing gap in disability and employment program efforts [36]. Over the past two decades, the disability community has largely envisioned its task as one of creating and spreading information, not as one of changing organizational cultures. Though there is a plethora of PowerPoint presentations, websites, briefs and webinars, we have little understanding of how (or even if) program messages are integrated into everyday actions and practices in on-the-ground, in everyday life in the workplace. Whereas disseminating information is relatively straightforward, changing organizations is messy and difficult.

Two thought streams informed our program architecture: organizational change and knowledge translation. The literature on organizational change is immense, spanning the spectrum from earthy advice to highly academic theories (see, for example [7, 35, 49, 50]). Likewise, the rapidly emerging literature on knowledge-in-action and knowledge translation spans a wide spectrum of approaches and theories (see, for example [1, 17, 34, 44]).

These two thought streams have recently received some attention in the disability community (see, for example [43]). Yet, few attempts have been made to meaningfully integrate the principles from these types of approaches in disability and employment programs. These two thought streams (organizational change and knowledge translation) both originated in other areas: Organizational change largely emerged from the world of business (see, for example [25]); knowledge translation largely emerged from the worlds of healthcare (see, for example [41]) and international development [8]. How might these thought streams (and the program approaches that flow from them) need to look different when applied to the world of disability and employment?

Program messages are received, given meaning and acted upon (or not) in a particular real-life context. How might the context for knowledge translation and organizational change be different in the disability world—a world that is characterized by a greater heterogeneity of users' professional cultures, marked power differences among user groups, unique policy imperatives, and differing (or even contradictory) agendas among user groups [38].

The overall question driving this project was: Will a program based on principles of organizational change impact employer knowledge, beliefs and behaviors/practices around hiring, accommodating and retaining people with disabilities in the workplace? The goal of this study was to describe the immediate and longer term impacts of an intervention designed to bring about organizational changes to increase disability inclusiveness practices in the workplace.

1.2. Our approach

A full discussion of the literature of organizational change and knowledge translation is clearly outside the scope of this paper. In the points that follow, we provide a brief description of some concepts from these two thought streams that informed the architecture of our intervention.

Moving from training to consulting. “Needs analysis” is often a starting point for intervention planning. Yet, it must be questioned. Knowledge-users often express their “needs” with limited awareness of the full range of options. Similarly, employers, when considering disability-related interventions, often express their “needs” in as that of traditional training, such as a one-hour PowerPoint presentation. But will the traditional training sessions be likely to bring about the policy and practice changes needed to enhance disability inclusiveness in the workplace? In other words, traditional training may impact “knowing,” but what is its power in impacting “doing”? Traditional training, whether online or in-person, is likely to be a weak intervention for bringing about organizational change [37]. Moving to a consulting approach, we focus more on the organizational context and culture of disability inclusiveness, engaging participants in a two-way conversation instead of a one-way dissemination of knowledge; focusing on change instead of information delivery. Whereas training invokes metaphors of “delivery,” consulting involves metaphors of conversation.

Including the voice of the knowledge user. A defining characteristic of knowledge translation approaches is in the inclusion of knowledge users in the planning process (see, for example [4, 9, 43]). Likewise, a key thread in organizational change literature is the recognition that
professional or stakeholder cultures filter and re-frame program messages so as to affect the uptake of change messages during real-life in the organization (see, for example [12, 39]).

A unique challenge in the arena of disability is the number and complexity of knowledge users. There are multiple professional cultures and stakeholders in the chain from knowledge generation, to knowledge application, to actions and ultimately to outcomes. Underlying our program architecture was an attempt to recognize different stakeholder cultures in this chain.

Though several distinct stakeholder “worlds” or cultures could be recognized in the arena of disability, we have identified three for the purposes of this program, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Each of these stakeholder groups has a unique language, discourse, purpose, motivation and definition of “desired” outcome.

Our program design began with systematic input from representatives from these three stakeholder groups. Discussed further below, a stakeholder’s advisory group met three times during the program design phase and an additional three times as implementation unfolded. This group provided input into program design, processes, communications and evaluation.

Building partnerships and collaborations. Relatedly, organizational change is spurred less by information and more by conversation[2]. Hence, building partnerships and offering forums for conversations between stakeholder groups was a key principle informing our program. In collaboration with the Garden State Society for Human Resource Management, the New Jersey Independent Living Centers, Getting Hired, Inc., and other disability groups, the program reached out to both employers and disability service providers. Further, the program used activities designed to foster these partnerships, such as perspective-taking, fish bowl activities, and strategy discussions. The program also included a networking lunch.

Contextualizing program messages. A well-developed literature exists around how innovations and organizational change efforts unfold in organizational life (see, for example [1, 5, 7, 35]). Yet, this literature remains largely untapped in the arena of disability. Program messages do not exist in a vacuum; they are given meaning and acted upon (or not) in the real-life context of the workplace. How do participants make decisions about acting on program messages when they return to their everyday work lives? Thus far, much of the research on disability and employment has treated organizational context as a “black box.” That is, we have largely used research methods, which render invisible the real-life context within which participants make decisions about program messages. Hence, we have little understanding of organizational change related to disability and of the conditions for turning knowing into doing. Our program design embraced these concepts in two ways. First, our program experiences contained a variety of ways to help participants think through and plan within the context of their own organization’s culture, climate and policies. Second, our program research design involved the use of mixed methods in order to both capture immediate program gains and intentions of participants and the longer-term impacts of the program on the choices and actions of participants after they returned to their workplace.

Using mixed methods to research the program. We believe that one of the most significant contributions of this project is in its attempt to put forth tools...
and frameworks for program research in disability and employment. As discussed above, the near total reliance on survey methods have rendered invisible the question of how (or whether) participants act upon program messages in the real-life context of the organization. Hence, we know little about the longer-term impacts of these programs and about how program messages are translated (or not) into organizational changes that could bring about longer term outcomes for people with disabilities in employment. Our research plan included the use of mixed methods to study both immediate and longer-term program impact. To study immediate impact, we developed a survey instrument called the Northeast ADA Barrier Intervention Assessment Tool (BIAT). To study longer-term impact, we developed a method called key event analysis which used open-ended inquiry to describe the actions participants took within their own organizations four to six months after implementation. These methods are further described below.

Using multiple modalities for follow-up: Blended learning. Research suggests that blended learning is more effective than either in-person learning or online learning alone [11, 15, 16, 27]. Our program design included both in-person and online modalities. After participating in the in-person program, each participant got a unique log-in for the online learning component of the program. Described more fully below, the online component was designed as a follow-up to the in-person program.

1.3. Program description

Figure 2 illustrates the logic model for our program design. Called “Discovering Untapped Talent,” the program was implemented twelve times in New Jersey from 2007–2009, reaching a total of 477 participants. Data collection and analysis continued into 2010. The program has since also been implemented in New York State, with research focusing on the impact of the blending learning component of the program design [16].

As described above, our program design was further refined with input from a stakeholder advisory group. This advisory group (AG) contributed to our refining our program design in several ways as described below:

**Engaging in strategy building.** Not surprisingly, the AG was unanimous in wanting to focus on action instead of “awareness” and on conversation instead of “telling.” By focusing on what could be done in both the short- and long-term, it was felt that program participants would leave the program more ready to set change in motion in their own organizations.

**Providing fuel to make the case.** Another idea widely agreed upon by the AG was the need to enable participants to advocate for change in their own workplaces. This meant providing them with answers to the “right” questions — the questions organizational leadership would pose around disability inclusiveness. The questions identified by AG members were: How will it add value? How much will it cost? What other indirect

![Fig. 2. Logic model of discovering untapped talent program.](image-url)
beneﬁts might it bring to the table?; What practices have the “biggest bang for the buck?”; What have other organiza-
tions done that have both beneﬁted the organization and
people with disabilities?; How can we connect quali-
tﬁed candidates with disabilities with employers?; and
What partners or supports are available?

Beyond legal compliance. AG members generally felt
that most employers already had an overall awareness
of disability workplace laws and that resources around
legal compliance were already available. What was less
available were programs enabling participants to act
as change agents within their own organizations. The
exception to this was the fact that the AG members felt
there was a need to provide an overview of the new ADA
Amendments Act and its implications for employers
and disability service providers.

Beyond “a minute in a wheelchair” approaches.
Some disability programming uses a “vicarious expe-
rience” approach, with each participant taking a few
minutes to, for example, use a wheelchair, experience
the world without hearing or vision, or complete a
task with ﬁngers bound to simulate ﬁne-motor disabili-
ties. Though the employer members of the AG initially
wanted such an approach at the outset of planning,
we discouraged this. Though we know of no research
in this area, our own prior experience with disabil-
ity programming suggested that participants who go
through these types of activities largely do not emerge
from these experiences with heightened attention to the
talents or potential contributions of workers with dis-
abilities. Rather, we have noted that these experiences
often seem to result in a feeling of pity for people with
disabilities and a sense of the “helplessness” of work-
ners with disabilities. Though these types of activities are
“engaging,” they draw attention away from the fact that
people with disabilities have developed coping skills
that someone who only experiences the “disability” for
a few minutes cannot imagine. In this way, these activ-
ities might direct participants’ attention more to the
limitations of the disability than to the person’s coping
skills, talents, strengths, resilience, ﬂexibility and com-
petence. After discussions with the AG, we developed
a different perspective-taking activity that was more
grounded in the workplace and encompassed a broader
view of disability.

Assessing organizational practices. AG members
pointed out the need to have a means to assess their own
organizational practices around key points for disability
inclusiveness. In this way, AG members believed they
would be better able to both build upon their current
strengths and address their challenges.

Using these points from our literature review and
from input from the AG, we designed both an in-person
program and a follow-up online program. The in-
person portion of the program consisted of the following
modules:

- Module 1. Introduction and warm-up (Interactive).
- Module 2. The many faces of talent (Interactive).
- Module 3. Disability as diversity, not as deﬁcit (Film
clip analysis & discussion).
- Module 4. It’s not just about the law: Disability
inclusiveness as a source of competitive advantage
or organizational effectiveness (Guided discussion).
- Module 5. Perspective taking (Interactive “Fish
Bowl” activity).
- Module 6. Strategies for a disability inclusive work-
place (Interactive).
- Module 7. Strategy conversations (Interactive).

The online learning experience was asynchronous
and could be accessed at any time by participants, allow-
ning users to proceed at their own pace. Also, the online
learning experience was non-linear; users could at any
time select any part of the online offering. The online
learning experience consisted of two programs, each
with ten modules. One online learning experience was
for employers; one was for disability service providers.
Each program took about two hours to complete. Each
of the ten modules consisted of the following four fea-
tures:

1. Overview — what you most need to know.
2. Assess yourself — a three part assessment of your
own organization’s disability inclusiveness capa-
bility in the topic focused on in the module.
4. Further resources.

Each online offering was accredited: The employer
online program was accredited through HRCI; the dis-
ability service provider program was accredited through
CRCC.

2. Methods: Describing immediate and
longer-term impact

A key purpose of our study was to demonstrate the
use mixed methods to evaluate impact in disability pro-
gramming. In keeping with our overall aim of bridging
the knowing-doing gap, we applied an evaluation pro-
tocol that would go well beyond simply measuring
the immediate knowledge gains of participants and go beyond “smile sheets” measuring whether participants found the program enjoyable. Rather, we wished to both capture immediate changes across a broader range of impacts and to provide a deeper picture of the longer-term impacts of the program on participants’ actions leading to organizational change. To this end, our evaluation effort consisted of two parts: 1. A researcher-designed and validated tool, The Barrier Intervention Assessment Tool (BIAT), to measure immediate program impacts and 2. A qualitative grounded theory approach to describe longer term program impacts we called key action analysis. Both these evaluation efforts are described below.

2.1. Measuring immediate program impact

Figure 3 depicts the conceptual framework informing the BIAT. Beginning with the question: “What are the barriers to disability inclusiveness in the workplace?” The model identifies three types of barriers:

- Don’t know barriers. Do employers have the knowledge/information (of laws, policies and practices) needed to create a disability inclusive workplace?
- Won’t barriers. Are employers willing and committed to creating a disability inclusive workplace? Do they believe disability inclusiveness will benefit their organization?
- Can’t barriers. Do employers have in place the behaviors, practices or processes needed to create a disability inclusive workplace? “Can’t” barriers were further broken down in our model and in the BIAT Tool into individual behaviors/actions and collective or organizational practices/actions.

Two ideas flow from this model. First, in keeping with the knowing-doing gap concept, the model attempts to hold programs accountable for impacts beyond simple information dissemination or knowledge gain. We cannot assume that knowledge change translates unproblematically to belief/attitude change or to practice change [20]. Hence, we must measure a broader range of impacts. Second, the model addresses the alignment of barriers to interventions. Each of the three areas identified in the model call for different types of interventions. Further, in the field of disability programming, most of our interventions have been directed toward “don’t know” barriers; most of our program efforts have knowledge/information delivery as their goal. Yet, many of the barriers are in the areas of “Won’t” or “Can’t” [30, 37].

In addition to being an evaluation tool, the model and the BIAT are an attempt to provide a framework for aligning barriers with interventions. Fundamentally different types of program interventions flow from each of the three areas of the model [38]. Though there are many information-based efforts around disability inclusiveness, there are fewer efforts to impact the “Won’t” and “Can’t” areas of the model. A first step in generating these efforts is to create a tool that can measure employer readiness and program impact beyond just knowledge gain. Finally, it must be acknowledged that in real-life most employer organizations will have some types of barriers across all three areas of the model. Further, barriers in each of the three areas of the model are
in a dynamic inter-relationship that can be unique to each organization.

**BIAT tool and validation.** The DBTAC-NE Barrier Intervention Assessment Tool (BIAT) is an investigator-developed instrument designed to assess respondents’ general disability knowledge, past behavior towards people with disabilities, attitudes towards people with disabilities and views of their organization’s practices. The BIAT consists of three demographic questions and 26 Likert-type questions. In line with the model described above, these 26 Likert-type questions measured pre-test/post-test changes in:

1. Participants’ knowledge of laws and policies around disability and employment.
2. Participants’ willingness to adopt disability inclusiveness practices and their beliefs that these practices would benefit their workplace.
3a. Participants’ intention to change their own actions/behaviors toward people with disabilities (What we called behavioral intention).
3b. Participants’ intentions to change the actions/practices of their organization to improve disability inclusiveness (What we called behavioral estimation).

Nine of the items on the survey measured knowledge change. To check for factors of the rest of 17 items, a principal component analysis clearly identified three factors (with Eigen values), which accounted for 99.9% of the total variance. We named these three factors as attitude change (change in willingness/beliefs), behavior intention (change in intention to change own behavior), and behavior estimation (change in intention to change organizational practices). Internal consistency reliability was tested for each domain and Cronbach Alpha ranged 0.94 to 0.95, which indicates the consistency of results across items within each domain.

**The sample.** We implemented the BIAT in a pre-/post-test format before and after the in-person session. Of the 477 participants going through the in-person program, we were able to get 258 completed BIAT surveys that were usable for analysis, giving a return rate of 54%. Several reasons led to our inability to get data from all 477 participants. First, we changed the instrument that were usable for analysis, giving a return rate of 54%. Several reasons led to our inability to get data from all 477 participants. First, we changed the instrument after the second implementation (rendering data prior to this incomparable). Second, the instrument required participants to give pre- and post-test identifiers (first 5 letters of mother’s maiden name and last four digits of birthday) to match surveys within individuals. If participants used even slightly different identifiers between their pre- and post-test surveys, we were unable to use the data. Finally, some data was lost when participants did not complete the full instrument.

Figures 4 and 5 show a breakdown of survey participants by role, job role and type of organization. These tables show that most participants were employees. Also, participants represented a range of sector types, with the 35% from the non-profit sector and 21% from the public sector. The remainder was from a range of organizations, including medical/health, finance/banking and human services. Figure 4 shows that 43% of participants were from smaller organizations, 23% were from medium organizations and 24% were from large organizations.

2.2. Describing long term impact: The qualitative inquiry

The survey data was designed to describe immediate impacts of the program. But what happened to these impacts over time? Could participants apply what they gained during the program to making changes in their organizational and workplace cultures?

To describe longer-term program impact, we used a semi-structured interview protocol and a “constructivist grounded theory” analytical approach to help illuminate the “black box” of organizational change. Increasingly, qualitative research – with its rich descriptive capacity – is recognized as a powerful tool for understanding the impact of a program in the context of a complex flow of events. The patterns identified can be used to create broader conceptual frameworks and to identify opportunities for enhancing desired impacts.

Grounded theory offers qualitative researchers a set of guidelines from which to build explanatory frameworks that examine the inter-relation of concepts. Rather than coding data according to preconceived, standardized codes, grounded theory allows the codes to emerge from the research data. *Constructivist* grounded theory applies grounded theory methods as flexible interpretative strategies rather than as rigid procedures. Rigor stems from looking across cases and finding patterns and commonalities that can shed light on a complex phenomenon (such as personal and organizational change) [28, 42].

The interview protocol we used was designed to elicit deep descriptions of key actions taken by participants as a result of participating in the program. Hence, this protocol focused more on what participants actually did as a result of participating in the program, as opposed to what they thought. We aimed to describe program impact by eliciting in-depth descriptions of
actions or events undertaken by participants after the program implementation. Three questions guided the inquiry:

- What actions, if any, did participants take as a result of the Discovering Untapped Talent program that could lead to improved hiring or employment conditions for people with disabilities? For each action/event, further data was collected to describe why this action/event was undertaken, who was involved in the action/event, what happened as the action/event unfolded, and what happened as a result of this action/event.
- What conditions inhibited and facilitated participants taking these actions — what conditions affected uptake of program messages?
• What are the opportunities for furthering these events/actions?

We conducted two stages of interviewing. The first stage consisted of a larger sample and focused on analyzing key events four to six months post-implementation. The second stage consisted of a smaller self-selecting sample and was conducted six to eight months post-implementation. This two-stage approach to interviewing allowed us to both further pursue themes emerging from the first stage of interviewing and to describe key events undertaken a longer time post-implementation.

Sampling. Forty-two participants were interviewed by telephone four to six months after they participated in the program. We selected every third name on the program roster, then corrected to ensure an approximate balance between employers and disability service providers in the sample. Each interview lasted 45–60 minutes. Sixty percent of the respondents for this study were employers, nearly all were human resource professionals. The remaining respondents were disability service providers (20%), independent consultants (17%) or currently unemployed (2%). Respondents were offered a $25 gift card in appreciation of their time and participation. Respondents in the sample tended to have significant professional experience in their roles; the median professional experience was about 14 years.

In addition, fifteen respondents volunteered for the second interview, carried out six to eight months post-implementation and also lasting 45–60 minutes. The individuals re-interviewed came from nearly all the industries represented in the original sample (except for construction, state agencies and self-employed consultants). Their average and mean work experience in their field was 14 and 16 years respectively, close to the original respondent sample as a whole.

Interview process. The interviewer took extensive notes during each interview and wrote detailed reports following. A two-step coding process was used:

(a) Line by line coding. Interview reports were initially coded line-by-line, enabling us to develop a set of “sensitizing concepts” – ideas that offered ways of seeing, organizing and understanding participants’ reported experiences. As the study progress, we turned to “focused coding” – developing categories that enabled us to synthesize and explain the outcomes reported.

(b) Extensive memo writing and critical conversations among the researchers enabled us to capture and refine emerging categories, check
3. Findings

3.1. Survey findings: Immediate impact of the program

Shown in Figs. 6 and 7, the results of the BIAT indicated that participants had significant pre-/post-test gains across all the domains specified in the barrier intervention model described above. The strongest gains, however, were in the domains of individual practices/behaviors (intention to change as an individual) and knowledge. Still significant but weaker gains were found in the domains of willingness/beliefs and intent to change organizational culture.

Figure 8 ranks immediate program impact by job role and impact type. The program had the strongest immediate impact on HR professionals’ intention to change their own professional practices and on HR professionals’ knowledge. The program had the weakest immediate impact on disability service providers’ attitudes and disability service providers’ intent to change the practices of their organizations.

Overall, these findings indicate statistically significant positive immediate impacts of the program. The areas with the greatest difference between pre- and post-test scores were in knowledge and behavioral intention (intention to change own professional practices), indicating that participants gained knowledge and intended to change their own behaviors as a result of the program experience. Less impact was found in the areas of willingness/belief change and behavior estimation (intent to change organizational practices). In both these areas of lower-impact, it is clear that weaker gains were found in this area not because of low post-test scores, but because of higher pre-test scores. This indicates participants probably self-selected for this workshop because they were already positively pre-disposed to disability issues. Additionally, these issues are further illuminated in the findings from the qualitative study where it was shown (also not surprisingly) that changing organization-level actions/practices is more difficult than changing one’s own actions or behaviors.

3.2. Interview findings: Longer-term impact of the program

Seventy-nine percent of respondents \( (N = 34) \) reported at least one key action; twenty-one percent of respondents \( (N = 8) \) had not yet undertaken an action as a result of the workshop. The main reasons given for not undertaking an action were: 1. The respondent was still deciding what actions to take; 2. The respondent was not in a position within an organization to undertake an action; 3. Actions around creating a disability inclusive workforce were already in place and the respondent merely participated in these actions.

Of the respondents who did report a key action, four categories of key actions emerged after coding the data: Individual action, teaching others, building partnerships, and changing organizational policies or practices. These are offered in descending order of frequency.

3.2.1. Individual action

Examples of key actions in this category include:

- Becoming more "aggressive" in handling cases. An HR professional in a major corporation made changes to ensure that individuals with mental health disabilities can get needed accommodations and have better employment outcomes.
- Encouraging co-workers to seek accommodations. A social worker disseminated information about the ADA to staff in her own agency, as well as to clients.
- Researching people with disabilities when advertising positions. A manager at a scientific lab reviewed job openings and ensured their job openings are advertised on websites that target people with disabilities.
- Reassessing job requirements. A manager reassessed job requirements to ensure that they do not inadvertently screen out candidates with disabilities.
- Advocating for recruiting. A former recruiter for a staffing agency advocated in several venues to...
ensure that people with disabilities are included in recruitment efforts and now serves on a local committee to that end.

- Providing accommodation. A staffing specialist became more in integrating disability into his existing commitment to diversity and is working with hiring managers to be disability inclusive in their hiring practices.
- Working with diversity and disability groups in organization. A recruitment professional has reached out and established regular contact with the diversity group in his workplace to ensure disability is included in diversity efforts.
- Advocating for disability law and rights. A teacher newly realized that mental health issues were covered by law and would use this information to advocate for the legal rights of students.
- Newly attending to issue. A university recruitment manager reached out to the university’s vice president to encourage recruiting people with disabilities in their organization – something she would not have done prior to the program.
- Increased awareness. An insurance industry executive reported that disability issues were now “on his radar” and he is now considering how he can educate others in his organization.
- Greater sense of what’s possible. A senior program director at a community organization has changed her beliefs about hiring people with disabilities and will explore the resources for hiring obtained during the program.
- Re-energized. A vice president of HR in a Fortune 500 company and several HR professionals reported a renewed sense of purpose around their already existing efforts related to disability inclusiveness in the workplace.

3.2.2. Teaching others (e.g., planned sharing of knowledge in new contexts, such as training or online systems)

Examples of key actions in this category include:

- Knowledge sharing during meetings. A recruiter had conversations about recruiting people with disabilities with “industry friends” at an annual gathering.
- Reframing conversations. A senior HR professional at a college initiated a number of meetings with colleagues, sharing materials and ideas from the program. She is trying to bring the program to her statewide professional organization and will create a professional development session for her organization.
- Disseminating workshop materials to promote discussion. A state policy analyst shared information, resources and relationships from the program with the state Disability Issues Committee. She distributed handouts from the workshop hoping to help service providers learn new ways to talk with potential employers.
- Integrating disability focus into other training. Many disability service providers and self-employed consultants reported integrating information from the program in their own presentations, marketing or training.
In “diversity” presentation. A former HR director incorporated material from the program into a workshop for HR professionals on hiring. In the past, he did not include disability at all in trainings on hiring or diversity.

Including in “diversity” conversations & in college health courses. A self-employed HR consultant and adjunct instructor incorporated material from the program in a healthcare class.

Including in train-the-train programs. An international consultant offering executive and performance coaching described an “aha” moment in the program around the issue of invisible disabilities. She reported introducing discussions of this “segment of talent” in her own programs for corporate trainers: including disability in discussions of diversity, helping trainers consider individual disabilities in designing and delivering trainings, and bringing more specificity to the topic, rather than just covering the legal ramifications.

3.2.3. Building partnerships
Examples of key actions in this area include:

- Learning about & pursuing partnership opportunities. An HR executive from a large corporation established a partnership with a disability service provider she met during the program to employ veterans with disabilities. She also investigated other partnership resources given during the program and formed another ongoing partnership with Gettinghired.com.

- Referrals to Independent Living Centers (ILCs). An HR director began researching local ILCs and made several referrals and has built a sustained employment referral partnership with halfway house career centers.

- Extending current partnerships. A community program director reported becoming more proactive in working with an existing partner (a local high school). Thus, the number of students using the programs and services at her community agency has increased.

- Developing internal partnership with recruiter. A corporate benefits manager proactively reached out to her company’s recruitment function. As a result, this company now includes these materials in their own training within the company and in their recruitment processes.

3.2.4. Changing organizational policies or practices
Examples of key actions in this category include:

- Creating a task force. A recruiter joined a task force with two managers to create a plan for hiring people with disabilities. She also wrote a report about the program and task for a company president who contacted her to praise her efforts.

- Analyzing job descriptions. A recruiter analyzed company job descriptions for disability inclusiveness and reached out to hiring managers with these changes.

- Improving recruiter training. An HR professional integrated disability information into the company’s recruiter training packet.

- Changing accommodation policy. A diversity professional reviewed and changed the accommodation policy of his employer, made the policy easier to find in new hire materials and reached out to hiring managers about accommodations.
• Planned outreach to disability organizations. A diversity and HR professional reached out to several disability organizations to: 1. Create a program within the company for hiring managers and 2. Develop a conduit for hiring referrals from these disability organizations.
• Creating a reasonable accommodation workshop for company managers. An HR professional involved in a work team to create a workshop for the company’s managers.
• Creating an accessible call center. An HR executive from a major corporation was in the process of partnering with a disability organization to develop a conduit for hiring people with disabilities in the company’s call and customer-care center as well as in other areas of the company’s functions.

3.2.5. Enabling and inhibiting factors
What factors inhibited and facilitated the uptake of program messages and the translation of these messages into actions to enhance disability inclusiveness? In analyzing interview data, we found the following patterns and trends:

• Participants’ professional experience. Respondents with two years of experience were as likely to act upon program messages as those with twenty. The extent of professional experience did not predict uptake of program messages.
• Prior personal or professional commitment a catalyst. Not surprisingly, participants who had a personal or emotional connection to disability were most likely to uptake program messages and use these messages to promote change in a more focused, strategic way. Though this catalyst would seem self-evident, the implications of it have not been fully applied to disability programming, a point more fully described in the discussion section of this paper.
• Organizational readiness. Also not surprising is the fact that, no matter what the respondent’s level of pre-commitment, organizational readiness was a key factor in enabling or inhibiting uptake of program messages. Respondents simply could not “go it alone” to work their key actions. For example, a very committed airline recruiter took a great deal of initiative on her own, (e.g., analyzing job descriptions and organizing a visit to a vocational center). But she cited the surprising (to her) support she received from her supervisor and other company managers as making it possible for her to pursue initiatives. As she noted: “I have to follow directions. It has to come from top down and someone has to understand where I am coming from.” Similarly, a newly inspired university staffing specialist who went to great lengths to provide a bilingual sign language interpreter for a job applicant had a leader who recommended that all staff (including the director) attend the program together. Conversely, respondents who operated within organizations with little authentic top leadership commitment to disability or diversity could not make any of their key actions “stick.”
• Overall strength of people processes. Any kind of organizational change must ride the rails of already existing tracks. A key feature of organizational readiness was the strength and flexibility of the internal HR processes within the workplace. In organizations where there were robust communication and social networks, key actions related to disability inclusiveness were facilitated. Where these rails and networks do not exist, any sort of change is impeded, including disability inclusiveness. Similarly, respondents reported entrenched recruiting practices and the pressure to recruit more candidates for less time and cost. Changing these recruiting practices in ways that required more time would not be undertaken without a clearly communicated priority or other direct benefits to staffing professionals.
• The current economic climate. Respondents pointed out the difficulty of acting upon program messages in an organizational climate of “simple survival.” Organizations fighting to stay in business generally do not prioritize disability inclusiveness. The need to connect the disability inclusiveness message organizational/business advantage is more apparent in this climate.
• Managers/supervisors. A part of organizational readiness involves being able to reach face-to-face leaders who are key gatekeepers of disability inclusiveness: managers/supervisors. Respondents struggled with formulating actions that would reach these key arbiters of disability inclusiveness in the organization.
• Industry-/Sector-specific strategies. Respondents reported a need for industry- or sector-specific disability inclusiveness strategies. For example, workplaces that operate internationally will have different disability inclusiveness issues than those who operate locally. Similarly, workplaces that
operate in a union environment have a different framework for disability issues than those who are not unionized. Finally, workplaces who have 24/7 operations and shift work will need a unique approach to disability inclusiveness.

- **The challenge of follow-up.** As described earlier, this program had both an in-person and an online component that could be accessed by participants at anytime following the in-person program. Further, all participants were given access to free, confidential technical support in the form of the Northeast ADA Center’s services. Respondents indicated, though, that this follow up was not enough. To follow through with their key actions, respondents needed: 1. Sustained, ongoing contact long after program implementation; and 2. Two-way conversations about their efforts with people within or outside of their organizations.

4. Discussion

At the outset of this article, we referred to a knowing-doing gap that has limited the power of programs aiming to improve the employment lives of people with disabilities. We believe that addressing this knowing-doing gap is one of the central imperatives for our field. Also, we believe that the most important contribution of this project was to begin a conversation around shifting our attention from basic research toward program research: toward finding out “what works and why.”

Most efforts to improve the employment opportunities of people with disabilities have focused on information dissemination, not on organizational change. Information dissemination is straightforward, easily measurable and can readily build upon prior efforts. Organizational change is non-linear, difficult to measure, deeply embedded in context and often follows a trajectory unique to each organization. Given these challenges, we have been faced with a “black box” characterizing our understanding of the unfolding of organizational change around disability inclusiveness. That is, there is little understanding of the on-the-ground processes of organizational changes to promote disability inclusiveness and of on-the-ground factors influencing the uptake of program messages. Though this project was an effort to understand organizational life and context for disability programming, it is only a start. The field of disability has largely not tapped the vast literature that could shed light upon the role of professional cultures, organizational climates and on-the-ground realities in impacting how program messages are acted upon (or not).

This project has been an attempt to begin to unpack this black box. Prior efforts related to disability and employment have focused on “pure” research, such as employers’ level of ADA knowledge or disability employment practices. Little scholarship has been developed, though, around applied intervention research that systematically examines the short- and longer-term impact of programs and the uptake of program messages in real life in the organization. We need a shared, actionable repository of intervention research around organizational change in the disability arena.

4.1. The limitations of our findings

Our project was limited in several ways. First, the mixed methods we applied were only articulated temporally (short and longer term findings), with only a weak articulation as far as concepts and themes. Second, we lost significant survey data as we changed the BIAT instrument mid-stream. Third, the BIAT instrument clearly needs further validation and refinement. Though we believe the model underlying the BIAT is useful in enabling us to describe program impact beyond simple knowledge gains, the items in the survey need further clarification and more external validation. Also, the BIAT takes significant program time to complete (about 20 minutes for both the pre- and post-survey). Hence, the instrument needs to be streamlined to be more broadly usable. Fourth, we have only limited process data and need a more systematic way to capture lessons learned as the implementation unfolds. Finally, all our implementations took place in the state of New Jersey, possibly limiting the application of our program and findings in other states or regions.

4.2. Implications for research

**Research tool development for disability program research.** We believe our attempts to put forth systematic tools and inquiry frameworks to study the impact of our interventions may ultimately be as useful as our findings. We hope that these two methods (the BIAT and the key action analysis) can begin a conversation around finding cross-intervention tools and inquiry frameworks so to build a shared, systematic language around “what works and why” for disability-specific interventions.

**Value of unified mixed methods.** We believe we have not fully tapped the power of unified mixed methods in
program research. Future research could further articulate these two methods by using open-ended inquiry methods to drill deeper into understanding program message uptake.

Research on organizational readiness. Relatedly, our findings suggest the need for more research on organizational readiness for disability inclusive messages. Our findings suggest that some organizations simply do not have the conditions in place to make disability inclusiveness “stick.” Some of these pre-conditions are related to disability; others have more to do with general communication, climate and processes in the organization. It is unlikely any training or knowledge dissemination effort will be successful if certain features of organizational readiness are not in place. Further research to describe these features will enable us to better deploy our resources and efforts.

Need for longer-term research. Organizational change takes time—possibly more time than what many research projects can encompass. Our findings suggest that translating program messages into actions or practices takes longer than the four to six month framework we used in our study. Many key actions either in process or had not yet been put into place. Future research may need to employ longer follow-up times to allow for key actions to unfold.

4.3. Implications for practice

Involving stakeholders in program design. From the outset of this project, employers, disability service providers and people with disabilities were involved in program design and actively assisted with the implementation of the program. We believe this has not only made for a stronger program design, but has also improved levels of program participation. The knowing-doing gap we described earlier exists, in part, because we are largely planning programs “at” instead of “with” those who are expected to act upon program messages.

Consulting vs. training. Our findings suggest that a “spray and pray” approach (“spray” out information or training and “pray” that it will somehow stick) may result in a considerable waste of resources. Though traditional training is still needed, our findings call for a fundamental re-framing of our efforts from training to consulting. A key finding of this study was that the effectiveness of our efforts will be bolstered by considering organizational readiness for the program message. Several implications flow from this finding: 1. Consider the possibility of being more selective for the targets of our efforts; 2. Consider that training may not be the most powerful intervention, or may even reduce disability inclusiveness by giving the appearance of “doing something”; 3. Re-frame our role, moving away from seeing ourselves as “trainers” and move toward seeing our role as that of strategically co-creating the conditions right for change. In other words, there is a need to shift from training to consulting. In the field of disability, there are several models for dissemination and training, but few for consulting. A key implication for practice is in developing consulting models that take into account organizational readiness and have an expanded repertoire of interventions that can be aligned with organizational climates and challenges.

Since this project was implemented, recent research conducted by the National TA, Policy and Research Center and the U.S. Business Leadership Network, in collaboration with the U.S. Office of Disability Employment Policy, has further illustrated what is needed to make the move from training to consulting across several employer sectors [46–48]. In conjunction with our findings, these types of efforts can begin to build a consulting model unique to disability and employment issues.

Strengthening program impact by customization. Relatedly, our findings suggest that the program could be made more powerful by customizing our approach to the unique purposes and climates of different sectors and industries. A key component of our program was in focusing on making the case and the return on investment for disability inclusiveness. Clearly, making the case for disability inclusiveness will be different for public and private sector organizations. Also, sectors such as healthcare or education will have a very different set of concerns around disability inclusiveness than, for example, retail or financial services sectors. Finally, our program could be customized for unionized vs. non-unionized environments as disability inclusiveness in these two spheres might be characterized by different strategies and processes.

The role of blended learning and the issue of follow up. Our program used a blended learning design, with two follow up online learning experiences: One for employers and one for disability service providers. A companion research project to the one reported here compared the impact of two conditions: 1. For participants who only went through the in-person program and 2. For participants who went through both the in-person and online programs. This study showed statistically significant impacts on participants’ knowledge levels.
and intentions of improving employment outcomes for people with disabilities across both conditions. However, those participants who had gone through both the in-person and online programs were more likely to advocate for disability inclusive practices than those who had only attended the in-person program [16]. Hence, the blended learning model for this program did strengthen its impact. We believe, however, that our findings suggest how a blended learning approach could be made even more effective. Though these online learning experiences were somewhat interactive, our interview findings indicate a more active follow up was needed that engaged participants in a two-way conversation around actions toward organizational change in their own workplaces. Creating these kinds of follow up activities will be a programming challenge. On one hand, respondents indicated this kind of follow up was desired; on the other hand, sustaining this follow-up is labor intensive, costly and may not always be welcomed by all participants. Finding workable and effective follow up processes is a key challenge for this type of programming.

**Reaching managers/supervisors.** Our findings indicated that a challenge for respondents was in reaching out to face-to-face leaders who are key arbiters of disability inclusiveness in the workplace: managers and supervisors. Various conditions of the modern workplace make it difficult to reach these key arbiters: They are working longer hours with more varied tasks; they have shorter tenure in their roles; and they are often working in dispersed or remote teams [33]. These conditions are not conducive to the prioritizing of disability inclusiveness by managers/supervisors. Also, these conditions render traditional training an ineffective option. New approaches are needed to enable disability inclusiveness champions to reach more deeply within their organizations to change on-the-ground practices such as recruitment, hiring, performance evaluation, development and accommodation.

**Reaching top leadership.** Both the in-person and online segments of our program contained themes around making the case for disability inclusiveness in the workplace in order to strengthen participants’ ability to convince top leadership in their workplaces of the potential value-add of disability inclusiveness for their organization. Yet, our interview data showed that respondents continued to struggle with getting leadership of their organizations on board. Part of the consulting process described earlier needs to include a description of the level of top leadership commitment to disability inclusiveness and the challenges unique to this organization that might stand in the way of a commitment to this issue.

5. **Conclusion**

The mission of this project was not to provide a recipe for disability and employment interventions that can promise results in any time or any place. Rather, the mission was more centered on opening new paths of understanding and new types of conversations around what works and why. Especially in the field of disability, knowing does not translate unproblematically into doing. An imperative for disability and employment programming lies in reframing the purpose of our efforts – in moving away from “delivering training” or “disseminating information” and in moving toward holding ourselves accountable for organizational change. We do not have the luxury of operating with simple, linear models of dissemination – we do not have the luxury of assuming our actions translate unproblematically into organizational change. The project described in this article was an attempt to put forth more powerful program research frameworks to systematically unpack the black box of organizational change as it relates to disability inclusiveness.

Our program did have immediate impacts (participants significantly changed their knowledge, beliefs, intent to change their own behavior and intent to change organizational practices in their workplace) and longer-term impacts (participants for the most part did engage in key actions around changing their own behaviors, communicating program messages to others, and trying to change practices in their workplace). Yet, with our experience of this program, we have found ways to make this programming even more powerful. The next iteration of this program will build upon the lessons we have learned about translating knowing into doing.
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